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A BRIEF HISTORY
Pacific Community Church launched in 1991 when our founding Pastor and his wife, along with about
40 others from Peace Portal Alliance Church, organized the first celebration service on September 8th
beside John Lennon’s Yellow Rolls Royce at what used to be Cloverdale’s Car Museum (now a variety
of stores). Our early years were marked by growth and excitement as people found a church that was
relevant to everyday life yet “edgy” enough to be fresh, fascinating, and fun. Through the years of early
growth, PCC rented space from school boards, Sunrise Bar and Restaurant, and Surrey Parks and
Recreation. We were wandering nomads in the promised land of Cloverdale.
As our friendships expanded and more and more people called Pacific home, we required more space
to be together. In 1995 we moved to two services held in the gymnasium of Martha Currie Elementary
School, as our attendance climbed to 330. By 1999, attendance had soared to 593. One of the core
beliefs was that as we increased the number of caring leaders who cared for others, God would add
to our numbers. So it was. But we were quickly outgrowing the gymnasium, the double service in a
rented facility was taxing volunteers, and we wanted a permanent home. One day our church administrator found a 35 year old warehouse, with 27,000 sq. ft. of available space, for sale at the end of an
industrial Cul-de-Sac. One thing led to another and it seemed right to all.
Enthusiasm grew and the church community rallied to raise a $700,000 down payment while our denominational family loaned us enough to make the purchase final in 1999. Zoning changes and more
fundraising for renovations followed over the next two years in order to make seismic upgrades and the
necessary retrofitting of the warehouse to accommodate office space and celebration services. Finally,
in January 2002 we moved into the building.
In June 2003, 178 Charter members of Pacific chose to become an organized congregation of the
Christian & Missionary Alliance Denomination. Pacific up to that point had been an “Unorganized Alliance Church.” Thus, we officially became a church that is part
of a larger group of churches
called the Christian & Missionary Alliance – a relatively young,
protestant, evangelical church
group begun with a passion to
be spiritually alive and vigorously active in the world. Founded
in the 1880s, The Christian &
Missionary Alliance denomination is committed to Jesus and
his mission. It is a group of approximately 440 local churches
in Canada, and it sends people to live “on mission,” locally
and globally. It aims to be a
Christ-centred, Spirit-empowered, Mission-focused movement in everything that it does.
The new season that started
with the purchase of the ware-

Our recent renovations were a community effort.
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house and then the move into it, put a surprising strain upon our relationships and caused an unsuspected crisis of identity. Despite the fact that “relationships” were our prime directive from the day PCC
started, the reality of an ongoing building project consumed the time, demands and resources of our
leadership and community. In a community where genuine relationships are the number one priority, it
was disheartening to be part of a season where the mounting toll of friendship casualties replaced the
vitality of healthy friendships.
In a span of three years, two consecutive Senior Pastors, who led our church to many very credible
successes, fell from grace. Their lifestyle choices departed from their expressed desires to trust and
follow God. However, the challenges we faced were not isolated to two senior leaders. The existing
leadership recognized there were underlying behaviors and values that weakened the integrity of our
community.
As the Pacific humbly responded to the honest realities, about half of the church and many among the
leadership team left Pacific but the others chose to come to terms with our own weaknesses. Instead
of pointing blame on just a few individuals, the leadership of Pacific underwent a thorough review of its
past and humbly admitted how it had failed to maintain a healthy Christian community dependant on
God alone. On November 26, 2006 the Board of Elders sought forgiveness from the church members,
from neighboring churches, and from God himself. We declared that day a Jubilee in order to mark a
turning point from the weaknesses and failures of the past to claim a new future of passionately following God’s ways.
At the Annual General Meeting in November 2006, a new Board of Elders was elected and then in
January 2008, a new Senior Pastor was called. Since then, the church congregation has undergone
significant spiritual growth, both individually and corporately, and it has engaged various planning processes to listen carefully to the Holy Spirit to discern God’s call on and directions for Pacific. Congregational size, down about 50% from the heady days prior to the 2003-2006 period of spiritual correction,
has remained relatively stable around the 300 mark. Additional renovations and expansions of ministry
space have been funded in advance of the work – leaving the church now within less than two years
of paying out its outstanding $52,000 mortgage.

Children at Pacific Community Church making crafts.
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OUR SEVEN DISTINCTIVES
In 2011 the congregation participated in an exciting process of discerning our core ways of thinking
about church and ministry. We express these in seven “Distinctives.”

1.

A Gospel Community
We are a people committed to participating in the good news of God redeeming all creation
through Jesus Christ.
The gospel is everything God has done, is doing, and will do to redeem all creation for his glory. We are both recipients and participants in this unfolding drama of redemption. Our worship
services and ministries are shaped by re-enacting this “good news” story and celebrating its
centerpiece, Jesus Christ. Being Christ-centered implies that we embrace the cross of Christ as
God’s means of redeeming us from sin’s penalty and sin’s hold through the power of the Holy
Spirit. Through the consistent exposition and application of the Scriptures, we are progressively
transformed into a people who follow Jesus, seek his kingdom, and reflect his glory to the nations.

2.

A Missional Community
We are a people in mission seeking to effectively testify to the Good News in our neighbourhoods and the nations of the world.
God is on a mission--as the Father sent his Son, so Jesus is now sending us, empowering us
by his indwelling Holy Spirit. As “sent ones” we are to be the embodiment of the Living Word
in human culture and social settings so as to display his divine nature and transforming power.
We seek to engage the culture both locally and abroad declaring and demonstrating the gospel
within the specific context of time, place, language, and culture. We seek to radically identify with the world while maintaining a
radical distinction from it.

3.

A Trinitarian Community

We are a people who desire our relationships to reflect the community of
our three-in-one God.

Packing Christmas hampers.

By looking at Jesus, we will clearly
see him in relationship with the Father
and the Holy Spirit. As we are drawn
into the fellowship of the Trinity, our
earthly relationships with one another
will begin to reflect our understanding
of the Trinitarian nature of God, not
our own relational needs and desires.
We long to reflect the relationship
within the Trinity, where each member is co-equal with one another, lives
with and for the other, serving, cherishing and honouring the other.
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4.

A Sacramental Community
We are a people who highly value the stewardship of all God’s creation and the celebration of
the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper.
We see all of God’s creation as holy, reflecting his glory, and therefore “good”. We see no distinction between what is sacred and secular, spiritual and physical. The incarnation of Jesus of
Nazareth supports that what we see, taste, smell, and touch is indeed good. Being a sacramental community implies the generous stewardship of all of God’s gifts (environment, money,
family, business, facility, etc.) to the best of our ability and for the glory of God. We are also
sacramental in that we value the celebration of baptism and communion as not mere symbols
of deeper spiritual realities, but as God’s means of grace to his gathered church. We believe that
baptism and The Lord’s Supper are frequent practices of the worshipping church, where heaven
is particularly close to earth. We enjoy a weekly celebration of the Lord’s Supper.

5.

A Catholic Community
We are a people who highly value our relationship with Christ’s whole Church, past, present,
and future.
We desire “catholicity” by embracing the work of God’s Spirit throughout church history. We see
ourselves as a dependent branch of the universal Church which humbly gathers nourishment
from the entire tree in all its historical, theological, and cultural diversity. We choose to learn from
those who hold differing views than ours in the non-essentials, yet we contend for those bedrock beliefs that the whole church for all time and in every place has considered orthodox. Our
ultimate allegiance is to the King and his kingdom. Yet, we believe there is synergy by working in
submission and alignment to our own denomination, the Christian and Missionary Alliance. This
enables us to be served and coached by others who share our values. These find their greatest
expression in discipleship, church planting and global missions. In addition, we seek and welcome opportunities for cross-denominational fellowship and endeavours.

6.

A Charismatic Community
We are a people who desire the fullness of the Holy Spirit to empower us for Christ’s mission in
the world.
We are a charismatic community in that we acknowledge the Holy Spirit is present and active
in the church today, sovereignly dispensing all his gifts for the building up of the church and the
renewing of his world. We value the ministry that God has given each and every member of the
body of Christ. We love and serve with eager anticipation of what the Holy Spirit can and will
miraculously do as Jesus’ kingdom breaks into our midst.

7.

A Hopeful Community
We seek to be a people who live with an expectant eye on Christ’s second coming.
We are encouraged in this present life to persevere with the blessed hope that “when he comes,
we shall be like him.” Just as “all creation groans eagerly awaiting her redemption”, we too acknowledge our weakness and imperfection “until He comes.” With Christ we share with those
who suffer, and rejoice in the hope and victory of his return when all suffering ends. Living with
one eye on his return will keep us from the two extremes of discouragement and arrogance.
This hope compels us to be watchful, prayerful, patient and prepared.
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MISSION STATEMENT
In 2013, Pacific built upon the seven Distinctives and formulated a key primary focus expressed in our
Mission and Vision statements.
Embraced by Christ; Embracing His World
By the Holy Spirit, we seek to be a worshipping and discipling community that embodies the vocal
and visible presence of Jesus in our neighbourhoods and nations of the world through transforming
relationships of love with God and one another.
Future Perspectives – Vision Statements for 2018-2021
The Vision Statements originally cast in 2013 were updated in the spring of 2018. These set the directions and goals for Pacific over the next three years.

1.

Every person growing in Christ
Put into practice a spiritual formation process for all ages that matures and equips all members
for participation in God’s mission in the world.

2.

Every person belonging to Christ’s community
Put into action a sustaining effort of connecting and integrating all into a community that embodies the relational nature of God (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit).

3.

Every person sharing Christ’s story
Equip the church to share the story of the gospel by establishing intentional relationships and by
telling the story so that people are regularly invited into Christ’s kingdom.

4.

Every person loving their neighbour
Every Christian is called to do justice and mercy by doing good deeds whether small or big that
release our fellow neighbors near and far from oppression, bondage, and poverty.

A baptism in the ocean.
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LEADERSHIP CULTURE
Leaders help us shape community together. There are a variety of leaders.

1.

Ministry Volunteers

This is the largest group of people who help to make Pacific work by serving with teams of volunteers.
This is where all leadership starts.

2.

Group Leaders

The frontline people who make most of everything happen at Pacific. They lead teams. They teach
children. They keep things organized. They tackle new challenges.

3.

Pastors and Ministry Staff

They are the ‘hired’ hands who serve as leaders in a diverse range of groups at pacific. Sometimes
Staff members are technically volunteers because they are unpaid. But at this level, even if they are
unpaid volunteers, they function like staff and are treated like staff.

4.

The Board of Elders

The Board of Elders oversee the life of Pacific--membership, staff, ministry, finances, etc.. They watch
over the church ensuring that the church is thriving with all that God has called us to. They are a group
of between four and nine men or women voted in by the official members of the congregation. They,
along with the Senior Pastor, guide the church. They meet monthly on the second Tuesday of each
month. Each time they meet they review the ministries of the church and primarily address how we as
a community are living out God’s mission and vision for the church.
The Board organizes at least two meetings a year to talk with the membership, the Annual General
Meeting in November when new board members are elected and the financial yearend is reviewed,
and a Budget Meeting in September when the budget for the new fiscal year is presented to the membership. When big decisions need to be made outside of the two meetings a special meeting is called.

Cloverdale hosts a large rodeo every year. This is from a “Rodeo Sunday” service.
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ORGANIZATION AND MINISTRY
1.

The Current Congregation

Linguistically we are almost all native English speakers (sprinkling of French, Romanian & Asian).
Ethnically/racially we are almost all white/European with a few Asian background; we have now hired
a black/Caribbean youth/community life pastor.
Age demographics: balance has improved over the last 10 – 15 years with an increase in upper middle
age and seniors while maintaining a number of younger families. We have some adult singles, including
several widows and widowers. We have struggled to maintain a young adults group, though there is
a small one now. Most families containing jr, sr high and/or young adults are those who have “aged in
place” and this is not a growing demographic. A few youth have attended who do not have family in our
church.
Socio-economically: we are predominantly middle class with a mix of professional (e.g. real estate
agents, accountants, managers, teachers, sales and business people, health care, etc.) and tradespeople, and a few upper middle (e.g. business owners etc.).
Gender: fairly well balanced, though we have a few attending without their spouses. We actively seek
women as well as men to serve on our church Board as well as other ministries.
Opportunities: Develop ministry to seniors, young adults, single adults, ethnic minorities.

2.

Spiritual Gifts/Talents/Experiences

We have people competent in a number of usual workplace skills e.g. in finance, management, teaching,
trades, etc. We have a few attending that have previous church/ministry related experience. We have not
recently used a spiritual gifts inventory. Some, in hit or miss fashion, have posted what they see as their
gifts on our community online site. We have had some emphasis on our “charismatic” distinctive/value and
on the “gifts”, but we have not had much actual opportunity (or taken the opportunity) to express them.
Probably, many of our people have not really thought through and identified their specific giftings.

3.

How the Church Presents to the Community

In the past Pacific tried to present an identity as “seeker friendly” (less overt than “seeker sensitive”) in
terms of the music/worship and preaching style, while not visibly identifying with a denomination. For a
while, PCC was known as “the rock church” (mostly music). Toward the end of this period PCC became
involved in the community Christmas Hamper ministry, which gave it more community connection and
presence. In the last 12 years or so this has grown to include a year round kitchen/food ministry to the
poor and marginalized (as well as renting space to local businesses and to other church groups). We are
now known in the community (especially with police, business and community leaders) as the key church
in our area for this kind of ministry.
Our church worship/ministry style has changed to a more preaching/teaching emphasis and more balanced contemporary (and mildly charismatic at times) worship style.
PCC is probably the least visible evangelical church in the immediate Cloverdale area, located at the
dead-end of a street in a light industrial/warehouse area. Indeed, our building is a converted former
warehouse! Most of our people come from outside the immediate area (e.g. Langley, further into Surrey,
Clayton, South Surrey, etc.), but not many drive more than 20 minutes to get to it.
Demographically, people in the core tend to be lower income with a number of seniors and the whole
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area is mostly white with some Asian mix. As one goes out from the core there are more middle class
(some newer neighborhoods) and even some upper middle class both nearby and further away. A little
further away in Surrey there is a large South Asian community.

4.

Pastoral Staff

Overall we consider our pastoral staff a strength. They are qualified and gifted. Our salaries/benefits
compare very well with similar churches.
Our Senior Pastor (for the past 10 years) is an excellent preacher with a high degree of integrity and trust
by the congregation. Of course, he appeals to people looking for a strong, consistent “pulpit ministry”.
Our Executive Pastor (for the past 20 years) is hard working and wears many hats, mostly administrative, overseeing most of our ministries. This likely will be modified with staff changes and the engagement of a new senior pastor. It is very valuable that he has a good relationship with community leaders.
He preaches occasionally.
Our part-time Worship Pastor (last two years) has been well-liked and has emphasized authentic, intentional (and low-key charismatic) worship. We think, generally, the style/emphasis has appealed to all
age groups. He is currently “on loan” from a planned church start-up, so he likely will be leaving us soon.
Our Children’s Pastor (two years) has headed an active, organized children’s ministry program including summer kid’s camp (VBS type). We have a strong volunteer leadership team in place and good
group of committed volunteers, though often we need more.
Our Cloverdale Community Kitchen pastor (five years) has made a lot of progress in managing all
kitchen ministries and kitchen/space rentals, and the Christmas Hamper program, with the help of excellent office staff.
A new Youth/Community Life Pastor has just been hired who is a recent graduate of Ambrose College. He and his wife are from Antigua (in the Caribbean).

5.

Signature Ministries

• Strong preaching within a somewhat liturgical style of worship service, including observance of
communion every Sunday morning.
• Cloverdale Community Kitchen (CCK): 150 volunteers work to serve three meals a week to needy
people (volunteers are from Pacific, three other churches and the Cloverdale community), the Cloverdale
Christmas Hamper program that engaged 1,500 volunteers giving out 350 hampers in 2017 (60-70 volunteers were from Pacific, with the rest coming from Cloverdale residents, school kids, businesses, and
other churches), and Extreme Weather Shelter (providing 20 overnight beds).
• Summer Kid’s Camp – a very successful week-long Summer Day Camp program resumed operation in summer 2018 (after a one-year gap) with enrolment of about 60 children aged 5-10. This program
involved about 60 volunteers throughout the week!
• Prayer: Lay-led “prayers of the people” most Sundays, and members trained to pray for those
responding at the end of the Sunday sermon (and some emphasis on prayer ministry training, spiritual
healing and Wednesday noon prayer).
• Two “Surge” groups: A leadership development program designed to be used for discipleship and
the training of Christian leaders. It is meant to equip individuals with a biblical lens that allows them “to
see their (everyday) lives in the context of the greater work that God is doing in creation.”
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SUMMARY OF STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES AND CHALLENGES
1.

Attendance

We have not grown in average attendance in the last 10 years or so. We have averaged in the 300 –
350 range (with a steady trickle of people both leaving and coming). Challenges: the “new normal”
of adherents attending less often per month than in the past; more people in the demographic who
travel and visit elsewhere more often; the need to beef up our connection and “retention” ministries;
the Village Church (a rapidly growing multi-campus church that is nearby and will soon consolidate its
meetings in a new facility west of us) has absorbed perhaps most people who are “church shopping” in
our area over the last 5 years. In light of the above we must more clearly define/target our distinctives
(e.g. warm connections, ministry to the needy, children’s programming, youth programs, worship, and
prayer ministry).

2.

Our Building

A strength in that it provides usable and flexible space at reasonable cost. Current upgrades are
improving our children’s ministry and dining area spaces and the sound/acoustic issues for Sunday
worship and mid-week feeding events; the remaining mortgage is relatively small (and will be paid off
by 2020); the land and building have value for further development (cf. our “housing initiative”) or resale.
Challenge: how to maximize our value for future development while continuing to sustain and improve
our current building based ministries

3.

Financial health

A strength as congregational giving has held steady in recent years and budgets have expanded due
to increased rental revenues. We have been meeting our budgets.

The Cloverdale Community Kitchen operates out of Pacific Community Church.
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4.

Volunteers

A strength in that we have a good motivated core for Children’s ministry, Kid’s Camp, the Kitchen ministries, music/worship, and various leadership positions. Challenges: there are potential needs in that
sometimes we are short of volunteers for SS, leadership in small groups, etc. We may need to give
more attention to volunteer health, methods for recruiting, appreciation and matching people’s giftings/
interests to specific ministries. Perhaps we need to have a better handle on what % of our people are
involved/volunteering, those minimally engaged and those not at all engaged. At this time we don’t
have a regular way to assess this, recruit more or manage the ones we have.

5.

Sunday Worship Services

A strength in that these normally include a strong sermon, meaningful worship (which includes a number of faithful music/worship volunteers and good leadership from the present worship pastor), lay-led
prayer (“prayers of the people”) and lay-led scripture reading, well led and introduced time of communion after each sermon, and opportunity for people to receive prayer during communion or after the
service. Challenges: integrating specific application from the sermon (and overall morning emphasis) in
such a way that people are moved by the Spirit to seek prayer (seems to be underutilized now) while, at
the same time, communion is happening for everyone at the front; integrating our desire to incorporate
more of the “charismatic gifts” in our service.

6.

Community Life/Connections

A weakness being somewhat “hit or miss” at present. Most connectivity occurs as people volunteer for
specific ministries (e.g. Monday evening feeding, Children’s Ministry, greeting, ushering, etc.). There are
a couple of “Emmaus” groups (geographically-based fellowship groups) continuing successfully (once/
month), a reading group or two, a few long-time home/life groups (self-organized) and a sermon-based
small group or two (plus two “Surge” groups). There is no program that organizes, promotes and oversees small groups. Most of our people are not now active in a small group. There is a “Groups at Pacific” leadership team that could become a catalyst for a stronger connections ministry, along with the
new Youth/Community Life Pastor who has just been assigned responsibility for leading Community
Life. We currently have no mechanism to give people a soft accountability/shepherding structure so
we can know about needs, people leaving, etc. and so our people have a natural way to express their
needs/concerns to us.

7.

Youth and Young Adult Ministry

A strength in that the previous youth pastor worked hard to build a solid regular program with a good
spirit and adequate leadership despite inconsistencies in younger kids continuing on to Youth when
old enough and considering he managed to start up an “Impact” group (grades 5-7) which helps
strengthen the bridge between Children’s Ministry and Youth (grades 8 – 12) and a small but regular
Young Adult group. However, due to the smallness of these groups and the fact that we don’t have a
lot of families with youth in these categories, considerable diligence will be required as we go forward.

8.

Children’s Ministry Program

A strength in that we have a good sign-in and tracking system in place to know who is present and
where; a good safety and risk management program; a strong core volunteer leadership team; and
children are enjoying and growing as a result of the program. However, note the challenges regarding
volunteers listed under item #4.
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9.

Miscellaneous Strengths/Weaknesses/Gaps/Challenges:

• We do not have an effective way to identify people’s gifts/interests and then get them connected
accordingly. Some have included gifts on their online profiles, but this is spotty and no one is coordinating it.
• We have a solid unified Board that relates well to the Senior Pastor, Executive Pastor and staff. The
Board is not aware of any significant divisions/factions in the congregation. The Board is administrative/trustee focused, not elder focused. Some board members believe the Board needs to take more
responsibility for the spiritual health of the congregation, volunteers and staff.
• The challenge of Village Church (see above). Our relationship with this church is good in that we
currently rent space to them for their weekly youth and semi-monthly young adult meetings. This will
likely end in a couple of years as they build their own facility not far away. This implies we should be
diligent to focus on our specific identity and do some key things well, e.g. spiritual formation, discipling
and connections/fellowship (giving us a strong “family” feel of belonging), and a deepened “charismatic” and prayer ministry emphasis.
• We have developed a more intentional and meaningful missional emphasis. We have established
a clearer funding procedure (separate budget), focused more on our Alliance Global Advance Fund,
an area Alliance missionary family as well as people involved in missions from our own church. We are
also getting more involved in an area First Nations outreach.
• Cloverdale has an active ministerial group of pastors from between 20 to 25 churches who meet
regularly to pray, envision, and plan new ways of collaborative ministry to reach the community.

Cloverdale Community Kitchen operates The Coldest Night of the Year. It raises awareness for homelessness.
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THE SURROUNDING COMMUNITY
Cloverdale, one of six community centers comprising the city of Surrey, is home to Pacific. Historically
a rural community, evidenced in the charming heritage buildings on and around Main Street, Cloverdale is now a core urban area of Surrey where approximately 73,000 people reside and this number
is climbing. Population growth projections place it as the fastest growing community within Surrey.
This projection is likely due to Cloverdale’s current Land Use Plans, which include the Clayton Heights
neighborhood. In addition though and awaiting approval, is a redevelopment and densification plan of
the Cloverdale Town Center, which is nestled on the northeast side of the junction of Highway 10 and
Highway 15. It includes the town centre; commercial and industrial land use; and multiple and urban
residential (densification estimates project about 5000 new residents to this hub). Pacific Community
church was intentionally planted in Cloverdale due to its location as the geographic center of the South
Fraser Region. This area is accessible in about 20 minutes or less drive time to anyone in the Surrey,
Langley and White Rock areas.
Today, much of Cloverdale’s growth arises from young families moving into the area, especially in and
around Clayton. Cloverdale currently has the greatest proportion within Surrey of children 14 years of
age and younger, living at home – this constitutes just over 11,000 children. In response, this September (2018) Cloverdale opened its third high school to accommodate another 1500 students in
grades 8-12. An additional factor to Surrey’s growth is the influx of immigrants. The largest majority of
recent immigrants are from India, Philippines and China, making Surrey an ever-changing, diverse and
multicultural place. It is significant to note that in the 2011 census 47% of the city’s residents cited a
language other than English as their mother tongue.

Coldest Night of the Year participants walking through downtown Cloverdale.
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Cloverdale is home to: over 20 churches; Kwantlen University; fairgrounds; parks and recreation centres; and the Surrey Museum and Archives. To keep pace with the town’s growth, two new recreation
initiatives are due to be completed by 2020: the Cloverdale Sport and Ice Complex; and the Clayton
Community Center which will house recreational and art spaces and a library. The 150-acre Cloverdale
fairgrounds give significant shape to Cloverdale’s culture. In particular, the Cloverdale Rodeo draws
100,000 people annually but there are many other fairground events that draw 1000s each year. An
additional inflow to the area comes through Kwantlen University’s polytechnical campus, which is just
down street two blocks from Pacific Community Church. This state-of-the-art campus accommodates
over 900 full time students per semester.
Of the labour force in Cloverdale, 71% are employed with about 5% experiencing unemployment. The
most common occupation types are: sales and service; business, finance and administration; and
trades, transport and equipment operators. More than half of the workforce has a commute of 15 to
45 minutes to their workplace, and 86% commute in a private vehicle.
As noted earlier the church is located in an industrial area at the southeast end of the town centre. Cloverdale has three large industrial parks, mostly housing companies in the construction, manufacturing
and wholesale/distribution sectors that are significant employment hubs for the community. There are
approximately 2000 businesses operating in Cloverdale, and this business community is well supported with leadership, activism and networking opportunities by the area’s Chamber of Commerce.
However, even with high employment rates and strong growth of business and industry, there are some
in Cloverdale who struggle with poverty. Many in this area are low-income families and individuals who
are employed but struggle to make ends meet. Others are a part of a growing number of the retired
poor. As in the rest of Metro Vancouver, low-income housing is a continual challenge to secure. Cloverdale has an estimated 30-60 homeless people, but there are many others living in unstable or substandard living conditions. Although Cloverdale has a lower proportion of residents living in poverty, in
Surrey itself the poverty rate, especially for women, children and seniors, is rising even with concentrated reduction initiatives. As mentioned, Pacific is increasingly ministering in areas of justice and mercy
to work towards bringing temporary relief but also collaborating with other groups to bring about the
alleviation of poverty for our neighbors. These initiatives include meals through the community kitchen,
a hamper program and an effort to develop a low-income housing project.

Pacific Community Church’s building.
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